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Gecko-inspired chitosan adhesive for tissue repair

Samuel J Frost1, Damia Mawad2,3, Michael J Higgins4, Herleen Ruprai1, Rhiannon Kuchel5, Richard D Tilley5,
Simon Myers1,6, James M Hook5 and Antonio Lauto1,6,7

The advent of nanotechnology has opened the possibility of fabricating nanoscopic pillars on the surface of polymeric films

mimicking the Gecko’s foot, in an attempt to increase their adhesive capabilities enhanced by van der Waals forces. However,

these forces are considerably weakened in a wet physiological environment. To circumvent this loss in force, current

biocompatible adhesives with nanopillars require complex multiple-step fabrication, including an extra layer of adhesive coating

to stabilize tissue bonding under physiological conditions. In this report, we describe a simple one-step fabrication process of a

single-layer chitosan film that has pillars with base diameter in the range of 100–600 nm and a height of ~ 70 nm. The

nanostructured adhesive is laser-bonded to tissue and does not require pillar coating to enhance bonding in water. In

comparison with a ‘flat’ adhesive (without pillars), the nanostructured adhesive bonded significantly stronger to tissue under

either stress or pressure. Atomic force spectroscopy also confirmed the superior bonding capability of the nanostructured

adhesive. This study demonstrates a one-step fabrication technique to produce a monolayer gecko-inspired adhesive that is

biocompatible and bonds effectively to tissue.
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INTRODUCTION

Since the adhesion mechanism of the Gecko’s foot has been
described,1 researchers have designed and fabricated adhesive films
mimicking the lizard’s toes, which contain arrays of keratin fibrils
(setae) ~ 100 μm long and ~ 5 μm wide with a very high density
(5000 mm− 2). Setae terminate in numerous nanosized branches
named spatulae with a diameter ranging between 200 and 400 nm.
When the gecko’s foot comes into contact with a surface, the lizard
pushes the setae towards the surface and pulls them along it for a few
micrometers to increase the number of spatulae contacting the surface.
As a result, van der Waals forces attract the spatula to the surface as
long as the contact is preserved since these forces decrease sharply with
distance.2 Gecko-inspired adhesives have arrays of nanostructures on
the surface to exploit van der Waals attractive forces; Qu et al.3

demonstrated the strongest adhesion to a dry surface using hierarch-
ical carbon nanotube arrays (1000 kPa) that was a 10-fold increase
compared with the gecko in its natural state. Despite the ability of
gecko-inspired adhesives to bond strongly to dry surfaces, under wet
conditions, as in wound repair, the bonding weakens significantly
since a water layer can intervene between nanopillars and surface
reducing the strength of van der Waals forces.4 Vajpayee et al.5

showed, for example, that a nanostructured film made of poly-
dimethylsiloxane adhered poorly to a hydrophilic surface under water
(~1× 10− 3 N). To overcome this problem, biomedical adhesives have

been developed using a multilayer system, where the interfacial area is
coated so as to better adhere in a wet environment. In particular,
nanopillars have been coated with a variety of compounds, including
dopamine,6 oxidized dextran7 and medical-grade cyanoacrylate,8

to promote tissue crosslinking and ensuring a non-reversible chemical
bond under wet physiological conditions. If coating allows for stronger
adhesion, it also requires an extra fabrication step, complicating the
manufacturing procedure. We herein describe a one-step fabrication
approach of a nanostructured adhesive with demonstrated adhesion
under wet conditions.
Gecko-inspired adhesives have the advantage of sealing wounds and

repair tissue without sutures or staples, which are invasive devices.
These adhesives are minimally invasive to the host tissue and can
potentially provide stronger, faster and easier wound closure than
conventional methods.9,10 Sutures and staples are currently the
standard tools for surgeons even if their use can have adverse effects
including air and fluid leakage in procedures involving lungs,11,12

blood vessels,13 dura mater,14 and urethra.15 The kidney and liver
parenchymal tissue can also be difficult to suture with risk of high
blood loss.16 Our group has recently developed a biocompatible and
sutureless adhesive for peripheral nerve repair;17 this adhesive is based
on chitosan and is bonded photochemically to tissue by a green laser
without causing thermal damage.18,19 In this study, we succeeded in
modifying the adhesive surface with nanopillars to further enhance the
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strength of tissue bonding. A simple dry-casting technique is required
to fabricate the nanostructured film and no coating is necessary to
stabilize the bonding between adhesive and tissue in wet environment;
this feature simplifies the fabrication process to a single step
procedure.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Adhesive fabrication
The adhesive solution was prepared accordingly to the method previously
published by our group.17,20 Briefly, medium molecular weight chitosan
(598 cps viscosity, 81% deacetylation; Sigma-Aldrich, Sydney, NSW, Australia)
was dissolved at a concentration of 1.7% w/v in deionized water containing 2%
(v/v) acetic acid and 0.01% (w/v) rose bengal. The viscous solution was stirred
for 14 days at room temperature (~25 °C) in the dark to avoid photo-bleaching
of the rose bengal. The homogenized rose bengal -chitosan solution was then
centrifuged to remove insoluble matter at 3270× g for an hour. The super-
natant was collected and spread evenly (~2 ml over ~ 12 cm2) over either a
sterile and dry polycarbonate plate (master) that had arrays of nanosize holes
ranging from 100 to 600 nm, or a flat Perspex (PMMA) plate without holes.
The solution dried up losing~ 90% of the water content and becoming a thin
film, which was insoluble in water and did not swell macroscopically.20,21 The
film preparation took typically 3 weeks under clean conditions, atmospheric
pressure and temperature of 25 °C. The rose bengal -chitosan film was then
carefully detached from the plate without damage; it measured 4× 3 cm and
had a thickness of 28± 3 μm. The adhesive was placed in a sterile plastic box to
preserve the shape and stored in the dark at room temperature to avoid dye
photobleaching; smaller strips were later cut with scissors for the planned
experiments. The polycarbonate plate was fabricated using an injection-
moulding technique that allowed the molten polycarbonate to fill a mould
cavity where the mirror-image stamper of the plate was placed.22,23 The
polycarbonate plate was then retrieved and used for the experiments after
quality inspection.

Photochemical tissue bonding
The chitosan adhesive was tested in vitro on calf intestine, tissue sections
(~20×10 mm2) were bisected and the adventitial layer gently removed with
scissors under an Olympus operating microscope (Olympus, Macquarie Park,
NSW, Australia). The intestine was kept moist using ~ 40 μl of water while the
incision stumps were approximated end-to-end, excess water was removed with
cotton tips before an adhesive film (10× 6 mm2) was positioned across the
bisection line on the serosa layer with microforceps ensuring full contact with
the intestine. Thereupon, a green laser serially spot-irradiated (~0.5 cm) the
strip ensuring each spot was irradiated for ~ 5 s before moving the beam to the
adjacent spot. The laser beam scanned the whole surface area of the adhesive
several times in order to deliver ~ 110 J cm− 2,19 during irradiation the adhesive
temperature remained below 39 °C.17,18 The laser was coupled to a multimode
optical fiber (core diameter= 200 μm and numerical aperture= 0.22) that was
inserted into a hand-held probe to provide easy and precise beam delivery. The
laser parameters are summarized in Table 1.

Repair strength
The repair strength of samples was tested with a calibrated single-column
tensiometer (Instron 3343; Instron, Norwood, MA, USA) that was interfaced
with a personal computer. Tissue was kept moist before the tensile test to
mimic in vivo conditions and avoid sample desiccation, as detailed above. A
sample was clamped to the tensiometer using mechanical grips, which moved at

a rate of 22 mmmin− 1 until the two tissue stumps separated. The maximum
load at which the stumps separated (80% load drop) was recorded and the
repair strength estimated by dividing the max load to the surface area of the
adhesive.21

Pressure test
The chitosan adhesive was also used to repair a section of intestine that had a
3 mm hole in the middle. The adhesive (1× 1 cm2) was laser bonded to the
intestine to seal the hole, as described above. The intestine was secured to
tubing at both ends with plastic cable ties. The tubing at one end was connected
to a calibrated transducer (SP844; MEMSCAP, Skoppum, Norway) that was
coupled to an infusion pump (NE-4000 Syringe Pump; Adelab Scientific,
Thebarton, SA, Australia) and an operational amplifier (ML221 Bridge Amp;
ADInstruments, Thebarton, SA, Australia). The infusion pump injected colored
water into the intestine at a rate of 6 cm min− 1 until the rupture of the
adhesive repair was observed and noted as burst pressure. The transducer was
interfaced to a DAQ (ML866 PowerLab 4/30; ADInstruments) and a personal
computer with recording software (LabChart 7 Pro; ADInstruments) for data
storage and analysis.

Contact angle and capillary forces
The static contact angle of chitosan adhesive films was measured using the
sessile drop technique (Rame-hart Instrument Co., Sucassuna, NJ, USA) and
the contact angle was determined using DROPimage Standard software
analysis.
The nanostructured and flat films were positioned on a translating stage and

a single 8 μl drop of water was lowered onto them. The system software
measured the water contact angles of each side of the drop and computed the
mean value for 30 films per group (n= 30). To assess the impact of capillary
forces, the adhesive films were applied to bisected tissue without laser
irradiation as detailed above (‘Photochemical Tissue Bonding’ section); in
one group ~100 μl of water was poured over the sample and allowed to soak
for 2 min, following the application of the adhesive to tissue. The tensile test
was performed after watering in order to ensure the samples were wet
(‘wet repair’). In another group, the bisected tissue was allowed to dry for
3 min before applying the adhesive and the sample was subsequently tested to
assess adhesion strength (‘dry repair’). It was noted that tissue could shrink and
partially dislodge the adhesive, if it dried for longer period of time. The third
group (‘moist repair’) consisted of tissue that was repaired as detailed in
the ‘Photochemical Tissue Bonding’ section, without any extra wetting or
drying steps.

Atomic force microscopy and spectroscopy
The surface topography of samples with and without nanostructures was
characterized using an atomic force microscope (NanoWizard II; JPK
Instruments AG, Berlin, Germany). For imaging the microscope was operated
in intermittent contact mode in air using silicon cantilevers with a nominal
spring constant of 36 N m− 1 and a resonant frequency of 300 kHz (type ACT;
AppNano, Mountain View, CA, USA). The scanning rate was set to 1 Hz with a
pixel resolution of 2048× 2048. Six films were scanned for each group and 12
measurements of the surface roughness were performed over an area of
50× 50 μm on separate films.
For force spectroscopy, the measurements were undertaken in water to

eliminate capillary effects using a silicon cantilever with a nominal spring
constant of 0.29 N m− 1 and a resonant frequency of 15 kHz (type SICON;
AppNano). All cantilevers were individually calibrated using the thermal noise
method prior to usage. For all measurements the following parameters
remained constant: a Z-length of 2.0 μm, an extend time of 2.0 s, with a
relative setpoint of 5 nN. Force measurements were performed in 20 random
locations over a sample size of 50× 50 μm2 on five different samples
(6 × 10 mm2) of flat or nanostructured films (n= 100); the same measures
were repeated using two tips for a total of 200 measures in each experimental
group. Force measurements were performed on chitosan films that were either
preirradiated by the laser, or not, to assess the effect of the laser on the adhesive.

Table 1 Laser parameters for photochemical tissue bonding

(mean±maximum error)

Area (mm2) Power (mW) Time (s) Fluence (J cm−2) I (W cm−2)

60±5 180±5 365±5 110±10 ~0.9

Area, surface area of the rose adhesive; fluence, laser fluence; I, estimated irradiance;
power, laser power; time, irradiation time.
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Scanning electron microscopy
To visualize the nanostructures on chitosan adhesive films and their bonding to
tissue, transverse sections through the intestine and adhesive were fixed in a
Karnovsky’s solution (2.5% paraformaldehyde and 2% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M

phosphate buffer) overnight at 4 °C. Both the adhered tissue and chitosan alone
were washed twice with 0.1 M phosphate buffer for 15 min each. The samples
were then dehydrated through an ethanol series (30, 50, 70, 80, 90, 95, and
100%) and processed using a critical point dryer (Autosamdri-815; Tousimis,
Rockville, MD, USA). The samples were then mounted onto aluminium stubs,
coated with 5 nm platinum (Leica EM ACE600; Leica Microsystem, North
Ryde, NSW, Australia) and analyzed at 5 keV on field emission scanning
electron microscopy (FEI Nova NanoSEM 450; FEI Company, Hillsboro,
OR, USA).

Statistics
Data values were analyzed using two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)
followed by the Bonferroni post-test or two tails t-test at a significant level of
0.05; values are expressed as mean± s.d.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The adhesive casted on the polycarbonate master plate replicated
nanostructures with high fidelity (Figures 1a and b). The pillars had a
height of 62± 18 nm (n= 72) and their shape was approximately
hemi-ellipsoidal with the same dimensions of the master-plate elliptic

holes (Figures 2 and 3). The master plate had intentional holes with
various sizes, ranging from 100 to 600 nm, to demonstrate that the
dry-cast technique could reproduce adhesive nanopillars of different
dimensions. Some defects were also visible in ~ 10% of the pillars on
the adhesive that had a surface roughness of 14± 1 nm. The flat
adhesive had a roughness of 3± 1 nm and lacked regular nano-
structures as only sporadic peaks (5–10 nm) appeared on the surface,
which were due to random defects on the PMMA master plate.
The water contact angles of the nanopatterned and flat adhesives

were 95.3± 3.4° and 90.0± 6.7°, respectively (P= 0.002, t-test, n= 30);
these results are similar to previously reported values (89± 6°) of ‘flat’
films based on chitosan.24,25 The Wenzel equation relates the contact
angles of the flat and nanopatterned adhesives and is in very good
agreement with our data:

cos y� ¼ r cos y Wenzel equationð Þ
where θ* is the contact angle of the nanopatterned adhesive (unknown
variable), θ= 90° is the contact angle of the flat adhesive and r~1.7 is
the surface area ratio between the nanopatterned and flat adhesives.
θ* is thus equal to 90° and this calculated angle deviates ~ 6% from the
measured value. The validity of this equation strongly suggests that the
nanopatterned and flat adhesives are not affected by the substrates
used for their fabrication (Figure 4).

Figure 1 (a) The atomic force microscopy image of the nanostructured surface of the chitosan adhesive film; the nanopillars form a regular pattern over the
surface that replicates the polycarbonate master plate depicted in (b). The blue trace shows a typical height profile of the nanopillars that have base length
of ~100, 200, 300, 400, 500 and 600 nm and height ranging from 40 to 70 nm; the nanopillars match the axial lengths and depths of the master
plate holes.
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The contact angle of the nanopatterned adhesive is slightly
hydrophobic (θ*= 95.3°) and the water meniscus is convex; the
pressure inside the liquid is thus higher than the pressure outside
the liquid, causing an outward force that appears to repel the adhesive
from tissue. The contact angle of the flat adhesive (θ= 90°) makes the
water meniscus flat and thus no pressure is exerted on the adhesive.
Capillary forces that are acting on two closely spaced chitosan

adhesives are thus either repulsive or null for nanopatterned and
flat surfaces, respectively. These forces are in first approximation
proportional to the cosine of the contact angle (p∝ cosθ*) for a fixed
thickness of water layer.26 When the adhesive is applied on tissue,
capillary action occurs between two dissimilar surfaces and the
repulsive effect of the nanopatterned adhesive is diminished because
of the hydrophilic nature of tissue,27 as previously reported.28

Figure 2 (a) Three-dimensional image of the nanostructured adhesive on a 10×10 μm section; (b) the regular pattern of nanopillars is maintained at a larger
scale with a small percentage of defects. The z-axis scale has been increased to highlight pillar defects.

Figure 3 (a) Scanning electron microscopy image of the chitosan adhesive surface; the nanostructures are regularly patterned replicating the master-plate
elliptic holes. The pillars resemble hemi-ellipsoids (b) ~62 nm tall (semiaxis a) with axial lengths (2b, 2c) of ~100×100, ~100×200, ~100×300,
~100×400, ~100×500 and ~100×600 nm. The nanostructured adhesive has a larger surface area than the flat adhesive due to the lateral surface of the
hemi-ellipsoids. The ratio between the lateral surface of the average size pillar and the pillar elliptic base area is ~1.7, thus the extra surface area can be
estimated as 1.7–1=0.7 or 70% of the flat adhesive area.
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The nanostructured adhesive bonded much stronger to tissue than
the flat adhesive (two-way ANOVA, Po0.001, Bonferroni post-test,
n= 28): without laser irradiation the bonding strengths were 7.0± 3.2
and 0.6± 0.5 kPa, respectively (Figure 5a). In this instance, van der
Waals and electrostatic forces likely acted between nanopillars and
tissue drastically increasing the adhesion. Chitosan films without nano
patterns are well known to bond weakly to tissue and mucosae, as
previously reported;17,29,30 in our case the initial adhesion of the flat
adhesive to intestine was ~ 0.6 kPa before irradiation and electrostatic
forces are likely responsible for this weak bonding.
To substantiate the hypothesis that electrostatic and van der Waals

forces are more influential than capillary forces, a separate experiment
was conducted to assess the impact of moisture on tissue bonding
without laser irradiation (Figure 6). The adhesive strength of the
nanopatterned and flat adhesives dropped significantly in wet
environment (~1.0 kPa) while it increased remarkably when tissue
was allowed to dry for 3 min (~7.9 and ~ 2.6 kPa, respectively). These
results suggest that attractive electrostatic and van der Waals forces
acted on the adhesives and were more predominant than capillary
forces, in agreement with the contact angle measurements. The
adhesion strength of the flat adhesive over wet and moist tissue did
not change significantly (~1.0 kPa), reinforcing the hypothesis that
capillary forces were not influential. The nanopatterned adhesive had
by contrast a significant increment in adhesion strength (~6.3 kPa) on

moist tissue when compared with wet tissue (~1.1 kPa) that could
result from van der Waals forces, or equivalently, from the close
proximity of the nano pillars to tissue. On 3-min dried tissue,
electrostatic forces were likely responsible for the bonding increase
of the flat adhesives with respect to moist tissue, while the large
increment in adhesion for the nanopatterned adhesive was probably
due to the combination of van der Waals forces and electrostatic
forces, the latter arising from the flat portion of the nanostructured
adhesive (Figure 6). The adhesive is positively charged due to the
presence of the protonated amino group in the D-glucosamine residues
of the chitosan. Our results strongly suggest that the flat adhesive does
not contact tissue as effectively as the nanopatterned adhesive, which is
more efficient in binding to tissue. The results are summarized in
Table 2.
The nanostructured adhesive had a larger surface area in contact to

tissue than the flat adhesive that may be ascribed to the surface of the
nanopillars; this surface increment can be heuristically estimated
around 70% if we consider the ratio between the pillar lateral surface
and base area. In this case, the hemi-ellipsoid area of the pillar is
SH~2π[(apbp+apcp+bpcp)/3]1/p, the ellipse area is SE~ πab and
SH/SE~ 1.7, where a= 60 nm, b= 150 nm and c= 62 nm are the
average values of the ellipsoid semiaxes, and p= 1.6075 accordingly
to Thomsen's formula (Figure 3).31 The bonding strength of the
nanostructured adhesive should therefore have increased

Figure 4 The water contact angle of the nanopatterned adhesive (a) is slightly hydrophobic (~95°) and the flat adhesive has a contact angle of ~90° (b).

Figure 5 (a) Column chart of the repair strength; the repair strength of the nanostructured adhesive was 11 times stronger than the flat adhesive, when no
laser irradiation was applied (7.0±3.2 and 0.6±0.5 kPa, respectively). The nanostructured adhesive was also ~30% stronger than the ‘flat’ adhesive when
laser-activated (20.8±4.5 and 14.4±4.0 kPa, respectively; Po0.001, two-way ANOVA, n=28). (b) Column chart of the pressure test; the lasered
nanostructured adhesive withstand the highest pressure before bursting (28.0±5.2 kPa) and was 26% higher than the flat adhesive (20.8±2.6 kPa;
Po0.001, two-way ANOVA, n=15). The burst pressure was significantly lower when the laser did not bond the adhesive to tissue with or without nanopillars
(~2 kPa). (c) Digital photos to exhibit a visual demonstration of the build-up of pressure.
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proportionally to the extra surface area (~70%) while our results
showed a much greater increment, an indication that van der Waals
forces are contributing to the adhesion strength.1,2

When the laser is applied, the bonding strength of the nano-
structured adhesive is 30% stronger (20.8± 4.5 kPa) than the flat
adhesive (14.4± 4.0 kPa; Po0.001, Bonferroni post-test, two-way
ANOVA, n= 28). We may interpret this increase in bonding strength
and adhesion primarily to the photocrosslinking between chitosan and
tissue; in particular, the known ability of rose bengal to produce singlet
oxygen upon green light irradiation facilitates the crosslinking between
collagen and chitosan via amino groups.32–34 Photochemical tissue
bonding is enhanced in the case of the nanostructured adhesive by
the regularly patterned pillars and increased surface area that can
promote more contacts with conforming tissue (Figure 7). Further
investigations involving electron spin resonance, spin trapping, solid
state nuclear magnetic resonance and infrared spectroscopy are needed
to elucidate the molecular mechanism underlying the bonding
between chitosan films and tissue using green lasers.35

The outcome of the pressure test is in agreement with the above
results, as seen in Figures 5b and c; the burst pressure of the
nanostructured adhesive (28.0± 5.2 kPa) was 26% higher than
the flat adhesive when laser irradiated (20.8± 2.6 kPa; Po0.001,
Bonferroni post-test, two-way ANOVA, n= 15). There was no
statistical difference between the burst pressure of the nanostructured
and flat adhesives without laser activation (2.2± 0.5 and 1.3± 0.3 kPa,
respectively; P40.05, Bonferroni post-test, two-way ANOVA, n= 15).
In this case, the perpendicular force exerted by the water on the
adhesive effectively detached the nanopillars from tissue. The poor

adhesion of the nanostructured adhesive under pressure was also
influenced by the presence of water that weakened electrostatic and
van der Waals forces between tissue and nanopillars as the Hamaker
constant is lower in water than in air.4 The (non-irradiated)
nanostructured adhesive behaved very differently when pulled
tangentially to the tissue surface; in this instance the adhesion strength
increased ~ 11 times with respect to the flat adhesive. This outcome
resembles the contact adhesion mechanism of the gecko, whereby the
gecko’s foot is dragged across a surface increasing the number of
spatulae in contact and maximizing the adhesion force.1 In our case,
we can infer that the tangential pull of the tensiometer facilitated and
improved the contact of nanopillars to tissue.
During burst pressure and tensile tests, the adhesive always detached

from tissue without breaking (surface failure) but in a few cases where
four flat irradiated samples broke into two parts under tension
(cohesive failure).
The force spectroscopy results are displayed in Figure 8. These

results confirm that the nanopatterned adhesive (Figure 8a) exerts
stronger attraction than the flat adhesive (Figure 8b) on the cantilever
tip without laser irradiation (−5.5± 3.1 and − 2.4± 0.7 nN, respec-
tively; Po0.01, two-way ANOVA, Bonferroni post-test). A factor that
can influence the stronger attraction of the atomic force microscopy
cantilever to the nanopatterned adhesive is due to the fact that the tip
can land either on the semihellipsoidal pillar or on the flat surface.
When the tip lands on the top of the pillar, it experiences a force that
is similar to the force measured on the flat adhesive as the tip radius of
curvature is much smaller (~6 nm) than the dimensions of the top of
the pillar (100–600 nm). However, the tip can also lend on the pillar
edge and in this case more attractive forces may arise from the contact
between the tip shaft (length= 15 μm) and the pillar edge.
The energy required to completely detach the tip from the

nanopatterned adhesive, which is the area under the blue curve, was
more than double the adhesion energy of the flat adhesive
(5.1± 3.8 × 10− 16 and 2.2± 0.7 × 10− 16 J, respectively; Po0.05, two-
way ANOVA, Bonferroni post-test). The blue curve shows that upon
retraction from the chitosan surface there is an initial direct-surface
adhesion, where the maximum force is taken, due to detachment of
most of the chitosan from the cantilever tip. Following this, several
chitosan polymer chains remain tethered between the cantilever and
surface, and are subsequently ‘stretched’ as the cantilever continues to
retract from the surface.36 Stretching of the polymer chains results in
the observation of multiple force peaks (ruptures) that extend to

Figure 6 Bonding strength of the nanopatterned and flat adhesives that were
applied on wet, moist and dry tissue, and without laser irradiation. No
significant bonding variation was recorded during wet and moist repair with
flat adhesives, indicating no influence from capillary forces. The bonding
strength of the nanopatterned adhesive greatly increased on moist tissue
because of van der Waals forces. Electrostatic and van der Waals forces
appeared to be prominent as tissue became dryer. The adhesion strengths
due to electrostatic (E) and van der Waals (vdW) forces are indicated in the
plot by arrows (~2.6 and~5.3 kPa, respectively).

Table 2 Bonding strengths of chitosan adhesives applied on tissue

without laser irradiation and under different hydration conditions

Wet (kPa) Moist (kPa) Dry (kPa)

Nano adhesive 1.1±0.4 6.3±1.3* 7.9±1.7*

Flat adhesive 1.0±0.3 0.7±0.3 2.6±1.0*

Wet, ~100 μl of water was applied on samples; moist, ~40 μl of water was applied on samples;
dry, tissue was allowed to dry for 3 min (please refer to text for more details).
*Po0.001, two-way ANOVA, Bonferroni post-test, n=15.

Figure 7 Scanning electron microscopy image of the nanostructured
adhesive (A) bonded to intestine serosa (S); the adhesive has a regular
thickness (T) and conforms to tissue following its curved shape.
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distances up to a micron. The multiple ruptures are likely due to
the sequential breaking of bonds, including further detachment of
chitosan polymer chains from the cantilever but also inter- and
intramolecular bonds between and within the polymer chains.
No ruptures were observed when force spectroscopy was performed
on the nanopatterned and flat adhesives that were crosslinked with
commercial cyanoacrylate glue before testing (Figure 8c). It is evident
that the adhesion is related to the binding of chitosan polymer chains
and an increase in the contact area between the probe and the adhesive
surface can lead to binding of more chitosan chains, thereby increasing
adhesion strength and energy. The binding may occur through
electrostatic interactions as the chitosan adhesive is positively charged
while the silica probe has a negative charge. Van der Waals and
electrostatic interactions are weak in liquid and for this reason the
atomic force microscopy force curves showed no significant attractive
force upon approach (black curve) but only a repulsive interaction
(Figure 8).
The force profiles are similar to that described previously for natural

materials36 where the stretching of polymer chains, and sequential
breaking of bonds as they are placed under a tensile stress, increases
the adhesion energy of the interaction. Thus, the nanopatterned
chitosan adhesive effectively combines two mechanisms for tissue
bonding: one based on a nanopatterned surface that increases
the adhesion strength (via increase in number of van der Waals
interactions) over short distances and another based on an interaction
with a polymer surface that involves the elastic, unbinding forces of
polymer chains that occur over much longer distances and increase
the overall adhesion energy. Based on these mechanisms, the
nanostructured chitosan system has increased adhesion strength
combined with increased toughness (adhesion energy).
When the adhesive is preirradiated by the laser, the force curves

have also multiple peaks and are very similar to the curves of the
non-irradiated adhesives; the average values of force and energy of the
nanostructured adhesive are higher than the flat adhesive although
they are not statistically different (Table 3). In this case we notice that
the standard deviation of the nanostructured adhesive is much larger
than that of the flat adhesive, obscuring statistical significance. The
large standard deviation is due to the cantilever tip landing either on

nanopillars (stronger attraction) or on the flat surface of the adhesive.
These results indicate that elastic and unbinding forces of polymer
chains still occur in the irradiated adhesive, enhancing the adhesive
toughness. A previous study showed that the Young’s modulus of the
rose bengal-chitosan adhesive is unchanged when it is laser
irradiated,21 suggesting that the laser does not crosslink the bulk of
the adhesive; our results also point out that the laser irradiation does
not noticeable alter the adhesive rigidity.
The nanostructured chitosan adhesive is a major improvement to

previously reported Gecko-inspired adhesives for tissue repair because
it does not require an extra layer of polymeric coating on nanopillars
to bond strongly to tissue under wet physiological conditions
(~21 kPa). Lee et al.,6 for example, fabricated a wet and reversible
adhesive using a nanopillared substrate made of non-degradable
polydimethylsiloxane that was coated with a mussel–adhesive–
protein–mimetic polymer. Mahdavi et al.7 used a similar approach
by including a coating of oxidized dextran on poly(glycerol sebacate
acrylate) pillars, ranging from 100 nm to 1 μm in width and
0.8–3.0 μm in height, to promote crosslinking with the tissue and
ensuring a non-reversible chemical bond; the adhesive achieved a
maximum separation force ranging between 29 and 48 kPa on porcine

Figure 8 Typical force spectroscopy scans for the (non-irradiated) nanostructured adhesive (a) and flat (irradiated) adhesives (b). The microscope operated in
water to eliminate capillary effects. The blue curve shows that the cantilever tip experienced an attractive force when retracted due to detachment of most of
the chitosan from the tip. A number of chitosan polymer chains remain nevertheless tethered between the tip and surface, and are subsequently ‘stretched’
when the cantilever continues to retract from the surface, resulting in multiple force peaks (insets). No multiple peaks are observed when the adhesive is
crosslinked by cyanoacrylate glue before the test (c). The energy required to completely detach the tip from the adhesive is the area under the blue curve
and the nanopatterned adhesive has higher adhesion energy than the flat adhesive. Insets are expansion of the data between 0 and 0.25 μm.

Table 3 Summary of the atomic force spectroscopy results: the

maximum force (nN) and adhesion energy (J) are reported for the

nanostructured and flat adhesives, which have been preirradiated

or not

Flat adhesive Nanoadhesive

No laser
−2.4±0.7 nN −5.5±3.1 nN*

2.2±0.7×10−16 J 5.1±3.8×10−16 J*

Preirradiated
−2.3±0.7 nN −3.8±1.6 nN

2.5±0.6×10−16 J 4.7±3.5×10−16 J

*Po0.01, two-way ANOVA, Bonferroni post-test.
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intestinal tissue in vitro. Pereira et al.8 developed a micropatterned
adhesive (~25 kPa) made from poly(ε-caprolactone) with a
spin-coated layer of medical-grade cyanoacrylate adhesive. The
adhesive was applied to seal stomach and colon perforation in rats,
showing minimal inflammatory response 3 weeks postoperatively.
These adhesives require two or three steps for their fabrication while
the chitosan adhesive relies on a simple dry-casting technique with
obvious advantages. Fernandez et al.37 reported the fabrication of
chitosan-based scaffolds with micrometer patterned pillars. The
scaffolds had no tissue adhesive capability and were fabricated in
several steps. In particular, the dry casted scaffolds were immersed
twice in a solution of sodium hydroxide and rinsed in distilled water
to make them insoluble and avoid dissolution when in contact to
tissue. These films swelled in water, were thicker (~170 μm) and had
larger pillars (~5 μm diameter, ~ 1 μm tall) than the nanostructured
adhesive described in this report, which is inherently insoluble. About
10% of the adhesive nanopillars presented some defects that can be
corrected if the dry-casting technique is optimized, for example,
exploring different materials for the master plate such as poly-
dimethylsiloxane or Perspex.6,37 The flat chitosan adhesive has been
successfully used to repair rat median nerves in vivo,18,19 showing
repair strength comparable to sutures. Myelinated axons regenerated
equally well either in rats operated with the flat chitosan adhesives or
in sutured nerves; the laser-adhesive technique was nonetheless
superior and less invasive than suturing when the functional recovery
of nerves was tested 3 months postoperatively.19 Of relevance is the
fact that the nanoscale modification of the flat chitosan adhesive
did not alter its chemical composition and thus its excellent
biocompatibility and biodegradability.38 In this respect, a recent study
has highlighted that the degradation of the flat chitosan adhesives
can be modulated if a physiological amount of lysozyme is added
during the fabrication process of the adhesive. The lysozyme loaded
adhesive degraded 20% after 4 weeks implantation into biocompatible
monomers and oligomers of glucosamine and N-acetyl-glucosamine.39

In summary, this study describes a monolayer nanostructured film,
which is biocompatible and bonds strongly to tissue upon laser
activation. By probing the nanoscale interactions and forces with an
atomic force microscope, the study has given insight into the
molecular mechanisms of the chitosan adhesive as it is placed under
stress. The adhesive fabrication requires a simple dry-casting technique
that considerably simplifies the more convoluted procedures currently
used to manufacture gecko-inspired polymeric films.
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